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•  Context 
representation 
and reasoning 
 

•  Data privacy in 
location  
based services  
 

•  Assistive 
technologies on 
mobile devices 
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Outline	  

•  MoCvaCon	  
•  Ontology-‐based	  acCvity	  recogniCon	  	  
•  Handling	  uncertainty	  
•  Hybrid	  data-‐	  and	  knowledge-‐driven	  methods	  
•  Experiments	  
•  Research	  challenges	  
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MoCvaCon	  
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Which	  acCviCes?	  

•  Human	  acCvity	  recogniCon	  is	  about	  detecCng:	  
	  
– Physical	  acCviCes	  
– AcCviCes	  of	  daily	  living	  (ADL)	  
– Social	  interacCons	  
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What	  for?	  

•  Ubiquitous	  compuCng	  
•  Health-‐care	  
•  RecogniCon	  of	  criCcal	  events	  
•  Training	  
•  Homeland	  security	  
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Based	  on	  what	  data?	  

•  More	  invasive	  technologies	  
– Camera,	  Microphone,	  Observers	  

•  Less	  invasive	  technologies	  
– Wearable	  sensors	  (smartwatch,	  smartphone,	  
medical	  devices,	  …)	  

– Environmental	  sensors	  (posiCon,	  Cme,	  
temperature,	  object	  use,	  door	  openings,	  …)	  

– Knowledge	  about	  the	  subject,	  the	  environment,	  
the	  possible	  ac:vi:es	  
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How?	  
StaCsCcal	  (data-‐driven)	  methods	  

•  Based	  on	  the	  use	  of	  sound,	  image	  and	  scene	  
recogniCon	  soVware	  

•  Based	  on	  machine	  learning	  techniques	  and	  
data	  coming	  from	  different	  sensors	  
–  Accelerometers	  
–  Body-‐worn	  sensors	  
–  Environmental	  sensors	  
–  RFID	  (objects'	  use)	  
–  ...	  
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How?	  
Symbolic	  (knowledge-‐driven)	  methods	  

•  Human	  acCviCes	  can	  be	  (imprecisely)	  formally	  
described	  
	  

•  Given	  the	  descripCon	  of	  a	  general	  acCvity	  (e.g.,	  
giving	  a	  class)	  an	  instance	  of	  that	  acCvity	  can	  be	  
recognized	  from	  a	  set	  of	  facts	  (e.g.,	  20	  students	  in	  
classroom	  C1,	  Prof.	  Brown	  in	  C1,	  Prof.	  Brown	  using	  
the	  blackboard,	  ...)	  by	  firing	  some	  rules	  or	  by	  other	  
reasoning	  mechanism	  	  

	   Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 9 

Why	  context/knowledge?	  

•  Monitoring	  an	  anonymous	  professor	  ...	  
– events	  from	  sensor	  readings	  :	  

•  reclining	  posiCon	  (unchanged)	  
•  right	  arm	  reaching	  head	  (once	  every	  2-‐3	  minutes,	  span	  
>	  30min)	  

– ARS	  can't	  find	  a	  good	  match	  
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Sick	  in	  bed	  taking	  his	  hand	  periodically	  to	  the	  forehead	  for	  
a	  headache?	  
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Why	  context/knowledge?	  

•  Add	  context:	  
–  it	  is	  Wed	  Sep	  18,	  	  3pm	  
– his	  calendar	  says	  'At	  
DemAAL	  summerschool'	  
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Revised guess: 
•  using microphone to ask 

questions in a seminar? 
(confidence low ...) 
 

Why	  context/knowledge?	  
•  Add	  context/data:	  picture	  posted	  on	  FB	  with	  
Cmestamp	  Wed	  Sep	  17	  12:00	  
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Why	  context/knowledge?	  

•  use	  knowledge	  
–  load	  classifiers/descripCons	  for	  
possible	  acCviCes	  on	  the	  beach	  

– use	  profile	  informaCon	  
(possibly	  with	  personal	  data	  
mining)	  
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Why	  context/knowledge?	  

•  New	  acCvity	  candidate	  
–  relaxing	  and	  drinking	  beer	  on	  the	  beach	  
(instead	  of	  improving	  his	  presentaCon)	  
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How	  to	  use	  knowledge:	  	  
the	  DL	  approach	  

•  DescripCon	  Logics	  (DL)	  
–  have	  a	  well-‐defined	  semanCcs	  
–  provide	  complete	  reasoning	  	  
–  are	  supported	  by	  opCmized	  reasoning	  tools	  

•  DLs	  are	  the	  underlying	  logics	  of	  OWL	  ontology	  language	  

•  A	  domain	  is	  modeled	  by	  classes,	  individuals,	  and	  complex	  
relaConships	  among	  them	  
–  giving	  a	  class	  :=	   	  the	  actor	  is	  a	  teacher,	  	  

	   	   	  the	  actor's	  current	  locaCon	  is	  a	  classroom,	  	  
	   	   	  at	  least	  5	  students	  are	  in	  the	  classroom,	  and	  	  
	   	   	  the	  actor	  is	  wriCng	  on	  a	  blackboard	  
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DL	  Basics	  

•  Terminologic	  Part	  (TBox)	  
– A	  collecCon	  of	  concepts	  characterizing	  the	  domain
(e.g.,	  classes	  of	  acCviCes,	  classes	  of	  context	  
elements,	  types	  of	  actors/objects	  involved)	  

•  AsserConal	  Part	  (ABox)	  
– A	  collecCon	  of	  facts	  about	  concrete	  instances	  in	  
the	  applicaCon	  domain	  (e.g.,	  specific	  objects,	  
actors,	  locaCons	  observed)	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 16 

The TBox is often referred as ontology 
TBox + ABox make the knowledge base 
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DL	  syntax	  Employing Description Logic systems in Ambient Intelligence 7

Table 1

DL syntax and semantics of ALC-concept descriptions and the corresponding OWL syntax.

constructor name DL syntax semantics OWL syntax

negation ¬C ∆ \ CI
complementOf

conjunction C �D CI ∩DI
intersectionOf

disjunction C �D CI ∪DI
unionOf

existential restriction ∃r.C {x ∈ ∆ | ∃y : (x, y) ∈ rI ∧ y ∈ CI} someValuesFrom

value restriction ∀r.C {x ∈ ∆ | ∀y : (x, y) ∈ rI → y ∈ CI} allValuesFrom

dividual Alice is a software programmer and she has

the colleague Fred in the following way:

SoftwareProgrammer(Alice),

hasColleague(Alice, Fred)

There are two kinds of ABox assertions used for DL

systems—one kind expresses that an individual be-

longs to a concept and the other one specifies that two

individuals are related via a role.

Definition 3 (ABox, ABox assertion) Let C be an ar-
bitrary concept description, r a role name and i, j two
individual names be two individual names. Then a

concept assertion is a statement of the form C(i).
role assertion is a statement of the form r(i, j).

An ABox A is a set of concept assertions and role as-
sertions.

In order to capture ABoxes the interpretation function

is extended to individual names, which are mapped to

elements of the domain ∆.

Definition 4 (Semantics of ABox) Let C be an arbi-
trary concept, r be a role name and i, j be two individ-
uals. Then an interpretation I satisfies

– the concept assertion C(i) iff iI ∈ CI and
– the role assertion r(i, j) iff (iI , jI) ∈ rI .

An interpretation I satisfies an ABox A iff I satisfies
every assertion in A. In this case I is a model of A .

Equipped with the formalisms for TBoxes and ABoxes

and their meaning, we can turn to the reasoning ser-

vices available once we have represented our informa-

tion in this way.

2.1.2. DL reasoning services
Often the statements in the knowledge base cap-

ture other facts implicitly. To detect these facts and to

make them explicit is the idea behind DL reasoning

services. Furthermore the reasoning algorithms that in-

fer new facts must fulfill certain requirements to en-

sure that applications using these services are reliable.

To begin with, reasoning algorithms should be sound

and complete, i.e. every answer returned by the service

must be correct and we get all the answers. Further-

more the reasoning algorithm must be terminating so

that an answer is always obtained. Based on the formal

semantics of DLs, reasoning services can be defined

and, more interestingly for our application, the require-

ments for reasoning algorithms that provide these ser-

vices can be proven. These requirements hold for the

inference algorithms developed for DLs, and they are

implemented in today’s typical DL systems. In the fol-

lowing we introduce some of the reasoning services

that are readily available in DL systems and that we

have used in our application of context-aware systems.

When adding a concept definition to a TBox, it

is crucial to know whether the specified concept de-

scription contains a contradiction (w.r.t. the knowledge

base) or whether it could be fulfilled by any individual

and thus models something possibly meaningful. This

leads to the formal notion of consistency.

Definition 5 (Consistency) Let C be a concept de-
scription and T be a TBox. The concept description C
is consistent iff it has a model, i.e., there exists an in-
terpretation I where CI �= ∅. In this case I is a model
of C. A TBox T is consistent iff every concept in T is
consistent.

If a concept or TBox is not consistent, it is called in-
consistent. Even for very expressive DLs inconsisten-

cies can be detected automatically by the DL reasoner.

Another terminological inference task is to deter-

mine whether one concept description is more general

than another, i.e., whether one concept description C is

implied by another concept description D. This is the

case, if every individual that is an instance of C also is

an instance of D. The following definition formalizes

this notion of subsumption.

Definition 6 (Subsumption) Let C, D be concept de-
scriptions and T a TBox. The concept description C
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From [T. Springer et al, JAISE 2009] 

6 Employing Description Logic systems in Ambient Intelligence

In this expression Person and Female are concepts
and has-child is a so-called role — a binary relation.

Starting from a set of primitive names, complex

concept descriptions can be composed by using con-
cept constructors. In Table 1 we see the concept con-

structors provided by the DL ALC. ALC is the min-

imal propositionally closed DL. ALC provides nega-

tion, conjunction and disjunction of concepts. Further-

more, it provides existential restrictions and value re-

strictions. Intuitively, existential restrictions state that

for every individual i1 which belongs to the concept

∃r.C, there is an individual i2 that is of concept C and

i1 and i2 are related via the role r. Value restrictions

state that for every individual i1 which belongs to the

concept ∀r.C, all individuals that are related to i1 via

the role r belong to concept C.

The semantics of concept descriptions are given in

a set-theoretic way. The semantics is defined in terms

of an interpretation I = (∆, ·I). The domain ∆ of I
is a non-empty set of individuals and the interpretation

function ·I maps each concept name to a set AI ⊆ ∆.

Each role name r is mapped to a binary relation rI ⊆
∆×∆.

Starting from an interpretation of concept and role

names, the extension of ·I to arbitrary concept descrip-

tions is defined inductively, as shown in the third col-

umn of Table 1.

The TBox allows to introduce names for concept de-

scriptions. For instance we can store

Mother ≡ Person � Female � ∃has-child.Person

as a concept definition in the TBox. Besides definitions

there are other forms of TBox statements.

Definition 1 (TBox axioms) Let A be a concept name
and C and D be concept descriptions, then a

primitive concept definition is an expression of the
form A � C.

concept definition is an expression of the form A ≡ C.
general concept inclusion (GCI) is an expression of

the form C � D.
concept equivalence is an expression of the form

C ≡ D.

All of the above statements are called TBox axioms.
The semantics of TBox axioms are given by the inter-
pretation function: AI ⊆ CI , AI = CI , CI ⊆ DI

or CI = DI respectively.

Primitive concept definitions and GCIs give only nec-

essary conditions while concept definitions and con-

cept equivalence axioms state necessary and sufficient

conditions for the concept. Obviously, GCIs are the

most general type of concept axioms.

If in a concept definition A ≡ D the concept de-

scription D refers directly or indirectly to the concept

name A, we call such a concept A a cyclic concept.
Based on this, we define different notions of a TBox.

Definition 2 (TBox) Let A, B be concept names and
let C, D be concept descriptions. A finite set of TBox
axioms T is called a TBox.

unfoldable TBoxes only contain (primitive) concept
definitions, where each name appears at most
once on the left-hand side of a (primitive) defi-
nition and the TBox must be acyclic, i.e. without
cyclic concepts.

cyclic TBoxes may contain cyclic (primitive) concept
definitions.

general TBoxes may contain GCIs and concept equiv-
alence.

An interpretation is a model of a TBox, if for all A �
C ∈ T , A ≡ C ∈ T , C � D ∈ T and C ≡ D ∈ T
it holds that AI ⊆ CI , AI ≡ CI , CI ⊆ DI and
CI = DI . An interpretation I satisfies a TBox T iff I
satisfies every axiom in T . In this case I is a model of

T .

OWL supports all of the above mentioned TBox ax-

ioms for modeling. The kind of TBox axioms a TBox

contains has great effect on the computational com-

plexity of reasoning methods for TBoxes – unfoldable

TBoxes are often easier to handle than general ones.

Besides concept constructors many DLs provide

means to declare properties of roles in the TBox. For

instance, roles can be declared to be

– a transitive role, which is interpreted as a transi-

tive relation.

– the inverse role of another role inverse(R1, R2),
which are interpreted as RI

2 = {(a, b) | (b, a) ∈
RI

1 }.

– a super-role of another one. Role inclusion ax-

ioms R � S enforce that every pair (a, b) ∈ RI

is also (a, b) ∈ SI
. The set of these kind of state-

ments forms the role hierarchy.

All of these role declarations are supported in OWL

DL to build ontologies.

The knowledge about individual entities from the

application domain can be expressed by so-called

ABox assertions. For instance, we can state that the in-

Person(Alice)!
Female(Alice)!
has-child(Alice, Marc)!

Higher	  expressivity	  with	  OWL2	  
D. Riboni, C. Bettini / Pervasive and Mobile Computing 7 (2011) 379–395 385

5.2.2. Expressive datatypes

The lack of support for expressive datatypes in OWL 1 makes it difficult to support the definition of even simple data
such as basic actions and gestures. Due to its support for expressive datatypes, OWL 2 overcomes these issues. For instance,
suppose to define tea party as ‘‘a social activity held in the afternoon in which actors are seated in a quiet living room to sip
tea’’. This definition can be represented in OWL 2 by the following axiom.

TeaParty � SocialActivity � ∀ hasTimeExtent.Afternoon �
∀ hasActor. (Person � ∃ hasCurrentPosture.Seated
� ∃ hasCurrentActivity.Sipping � ∃ hasCurrentLocation.
�
LivingRoom� ≥ 2 contains.TeaCup

� ∀ hasSoundSensor.(MeasuredSoundDb ≤ 35[int])
��

,

where ∀ hasSoundSensor.(MeasuredSoundDb ≤ 35[int]) is used to characterize a quiet environment. Note that, due to
the lack of datatype restrictions, MeasuredSoundDb ≤ 35[int] cannot be expressed in OWL 1.

5.2.3. Property composition

As anticipated in Section 4.2, the property composition constructor ◦ allows basic properties to be composed in order to
define more complex ones. By means of this constructor, in OWL 2 we can state that ‘‘if a person A lives in a building B, and
B is the home building of a person C , then C is a next-door neighbor of A’’. This statement can be expressed by the following
axiom.

LivesInBuilding ◦ HomeBuildingOf �̇ NextDoorNeighbor.
Note that the property composition constructor ◦ is not supported by OWL 1. In order to preserve the decidability of

reasoning problems, OWL 2 imposes particular restrictions of the use of this constructor. Since detecting violations of these
restrictions and resolving them is not trivial, in Section 5.3 we illustrate our technique to address this issue.

5.3. Detecting and solving violations of the regularity restriction

The unrestricted use of property composition in OWL 2 would make key reasoning problems with that language
undecidable [30]. Hence, in order to preserve decidability, the OWL 2 specification imposes a regularity restriction on the
use of this constructor: a total ordering � must exist such that, for each object property pi of an axiom p1 ◦ p2 ◦ . . . ◦ pn �̇ r ,
property pi is not a successor of the object property r according to the � ordering.

Given the set of property inclusion axioms P in the TBox T , our goal is to check if P violates the regularity restriction and,
in the positive case, to automatically transform P in a P

� ⊂ P such that: (a) P � does not violate the restriction, and (b) P \ P
�

is minimal. Note that, to the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing existing OWL 2 reasoners are able to detect the
violation of the regularity restriction, but they do not suggest strategies to automatically transform an invalid set of axioms
into a valid one.

In order to check if P violates the regularity restriction, we build its property dependency graph PDG(P). PDG(P) is a
directed graph whose nodes are the property inclusion axioms in P; an edge exists from axiom a1 to axiom a2 (a1, a2 ∈ P)
iff the property on the right-hand side of a2 belongs to the set of properties in the left-hand side of r1. It is easy to verify that P
respects the regularity restriction iff PDG(P) is acyclic. Indeed, if PDG(P) is a directed acyclic graph, then a topological sorting
of it does exist. This means that the reachability relation B among vertices of PDG(P) is a total order. We recall that a1Ba2
holds iff there is a direct path from a1 to a2. Since vertices correspond to property inclusion axioms, and, by construction, B
is such that a1Ba2 entails that the set of properties in the left-hand side of a1 includes the property on the right-hand side of
a2, it follows that properties are also in a total ordering, and this ordering satisfies the requirement for regularity restriction.

If the PDG is not acyclic, our goal is to remove the minimum possible number of axioms from P such that the resulting
set P � is acyclic. The problem of finding a minimum cardinality set of nodes whose deletion resolves every cycle in general
graphs is called feedback vertex set (FVS) problem [31]. The FVS problem is known to be NP-complete, even if an exact
solution is achievable in polynomial time for particular categories of graphs. Unfortunately, in general PDG(P) does not fall
into any of these categories. Hence, since P may include a huge number of axioms, and cycle resolution must be performed
at run time in order to interact with the ontology engineer, we adopt a low-complexity heuristic algorithm.

Our algorithm for cycle detection and resolution is shown in Fig. 2. The algorithm takes a set P of property inclusion
axioms as input, and returns the original set P if it satisfies the regularity restriction; in the other case, it informs the ontology
engineer, and returns a subset P � of P that satisfies that restriction. At first (lines 2 and 3), we construct the PDG of P , and we
apply the well-known depth-first search (DFS) algorithm [32] for directed graphs in order to detect cycles. Then, if at least
one cycle is detected (lines 4–6),we inform the ontology engineer (line 5), andwe apply to PDG(P) the heuristic algorithm for
the unweighted FVS problem proposed by Levy and Low in [33] in order to obtain P

� (lines 12–15). That heuristic algorithm
has time complexity O(|E| · log|V |), where |E| is the number of edges and |V | is the number of vertices. If no cycle is detected
(lines 7 and 8), we keep P unchanged. Finally, we return the set of property inclusion axioms, that satisfies the regularity
restriction. When axioms are removed from P , we prompt the ontology engineer to either accept the new set of axioms, or
to manually choose a different solution.
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5.2.2. Expressive datatypes

The lack of support for expressive datatypes in OWL 1 makes it difficult to support the definition of even simple data
such as basic actions and gestures. Due to its support for expressive datatypes, OWL 2 overcomes these issues. For instance,
suppose to define tea party as ‘‘a social activity held in the afternoon in which actors are seated in a quiet living room to sip
tea’’. This definition can be represented in OWL 2 by the following axiom.

TeaParty � SocialActivity � ∀ hasTimeExtent.Afternoon �
∀ hasActor. (Person � ∃ hasCurrentPosture.Seated
� ∃ hasCurrentActivity.Sipping � ∃ hasCurrentLocation.
�
LivingRoom� ≥ 2 contains.TeaCup

� ∀ hasSoundSensor.(MeasuredSoundDb ≤ 35[int])
��

,

where ∀ hasSoundSensor.(MeasuredSoundDb ≤ 35[int]) is used to characterize a quiet environment. Note that, due to
the lack of datatype restrictions, MeasuredSoundDb ≤ 35[int] cannot be expressed in OWL 1.

5.2.3. Property composition

As anticipated in Section 4.2, the property composition constructor ◦ allows basic properties to be composed in order to
define more complex ones. By means of this constructor, in OWL 2 we can state that ‘‘if a person A lives in a building B, and
B is the home building of a person C , then C is a next-door neighbor of A’’. This statement can be expressed by the following
axiom.

LivesInBuilding ◦ HomeBuildingOf �̇ NextDoorNeighbor.
Note that the property composition constructor ◦ is not supported by OWL 1. In order to preserve the decidability of

reasoning problems, OWL 2 imposes particular restrictions of the use of this constructor. Since detecting violations of these
restrictions and resolving them is not trivial, in Section 5.3 we illustrate our technique to address this issue.

5.3. Detecting and solving violations of the regularity restriction

The unrestricted use of property composition in OWL 2 would make key reasoning problems with that language
undecidable [30]. Hence, in order to preserve decidability, the OWL 2 specification imposes a regularity restriction on the
use of this constructor: a total ordering � must exist such that, for each object property pi of an axiom p1 ◦ p2 ◦ . . . ◦ pn �̇ r ,
property pi is not a successor of the object property r according to the � ordering.

Given the set of property inclusion axioms P in the TBox T , our goal is to check if P violates the regularity restriction and,
in the positive case, to automatically transform P in a P

� ⊂ P such that: (a) P � does not violate the restriction, and (b) P \ P
�

is minimal. Note that, to the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing existing OWL 2 reasoners are able to detect the
violation of the regularity restriction, but they do not suggest strategies to automatically transform an invalid set of axioms
into a valid one.

In order to check if P violates the regularity restriction, we build its property dependency graph PDG(P). PDG(P) is a
directed graph whose nodes are the property inclusion axioms in P; an edge exists from axiom a1 to axiom a2 (a1, a2 ∈ P)
iff the property on the right-hand side of a2 belongs to the set of properties in the left-hand side of r1. It is easy to verify that P
respects the regularity restriction iff PDG(P) is acyclic. Indeed, if PDG(P) is a directed acyclic graph, then a topological sorting
of it does exist. This means that the reachability relation B among vertices of PDG(P) is a total order. We recall that a1Ba2
holds iff there is a direct path from a1 to a2. Since vertices correspond to property inclusion axioms, and, by construction, B
is such that a1Ba2 entails that the set of properties in the left-hand side of a1 includes the property on the right-hand side of
a2, it follows that properties are also in a total ordering, and this ordering satisfies the requirement for regularity restriction.

If the PDG is not acyclic, our goal is to remove the minimum possible number of axioms from P such that the resulting
set P � is acyclic. The problem of finding a minimum cardinality set of nodes whose deletion resolves every cycle in general
graphs is called feedback vertex set (FVS) problem [31]. The FVS problem is known to be NP-complete, even if an exact
solution is achievable in polynomial time for particular categories of graphs. Unfortunately, in general PDG(P) does not fall
into any of these categories. Hence, since P may include a huge number of axioms, and cycle resolution must be performed
at run time in order to interact with the ontology engineer, we adopt a low-complexity heuristic algorithm.

Our algorithm for cycle detection and resolution is shown in Fig. 2. The algorithm takes a set P of property inclusion
axioms as input, and returns the original set P if it satisfies the regularity restriction; in the other case, it informs the ontology
engineer, and returns a subset P � of P that satisfies that restriction. At first (lines 2 and 3), we construct the PDG of P , and we
apply the well-known depth-first search (DFS) algorithm [32] for directed graphs in order to detect cycles. Then, if at least
one cycle is detected (lines 4–6),we inform the ontology engineer (line 5), andwe apply to PDG(P) the heuristic algorithm for
the unweighted FVS problem proposed by Levy and Low in [33] in order to obtain P

� (lines 12–15). That heuristic algorithm
has time complexity O(|E| · log|V |), where |E| is the number of edges and |V | is the number of vertices. If no cycle is detected
(lines 7 and 8), we keep P unchanged. Finally, we return the set of property inclusion axioms, that satisfies the regularity
restriction. When axioms are removed from P , we prompt the ontology engineer to either accept the new set of axioms, or
to manually choose a different solution.
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DL	  reasoning	  

•  TBox	  inconsistency,	  concept	  subsumpCon,	  
classificaCon,	  equivalence	  

•  RealizaCon	  
–  Example:	  Given	  an	  ABox	  context	  instance	  descripCon	  
find	  the	  most	  specific	  class	  of	  acCviCes	  it	  belongs	  to	  

•  Class	  and	  conjuncCve	  queries	  
–  Examples:	  	  

•  find	  (in	  ABox)	  all	  instances	  of	  the	  acCvity	  "having_Tea"	  
•  find	  (in	  ABox)	  all	  objects	  that	  have	  been	  used	  in	  the	  kitchen	  
in	  the	  last	  2	  hours	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 19 

AcCvity	  Ontology	  example	  

•  OWL-‐DL	  ontology	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 20 
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Basic	  recogniCon	  methods	  with	  DLs	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 22 

TBox	  
	  

AcCvity	  Ontology	  

ABox	  
	  

Current	  context	  data	  

Candidate	  
acCviCes	  

REALIZATION	  

Basic	  recogniCon	  methods	  with	  DLs	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 23 

TBox	  
	  

AcCvity	  Ontology	  

ABox	  
	  

Current	  context	  data	  

Candidate	  
acCviCes	  

Class/conjuncCve	  
queries	  
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Example	  of	  ontological	  reasoning	  

•  “Can	  acCvity	  A	  be	  executed	  in	  context	  C?”	  
– Add	  an	  asserCon	  staCng	  that	  an	  instance	  of	  A	  is	  
performed	  in	  an	  instance	  of	  C	  

– Perform	  consistency	  checking	  to	  detect	  whether	  
the	  execuCon	  A	  is	  consistent	  with	  C	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 24 

Ontology	  Tools	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 25 

Fact++ 
 
Pellet 
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Drawbacks	  of	  exisCng	  techniques	  
•  StaCsCcal	  (data-‐driven):	  

–  Scalability	  	  
•  with	  the	  number	  of	  sensors	  and	  candidate	  acCviCes	  

–  Adaptability	  
•  change	  in	  sensors,	  posiCon,	  orientaCon,	  environment	  requires	  
expensive	  re-‐training	  and	  reconfiguraCon	  

–  hard	  for	  complex	  acCviCes	  

•  Symbolic	  (knowledge-‐driven):	  
–  Not	  well	  suited	  to	  the	  recogniCon	  of	  low-‐level	  acCviCes	  
–  difficult	  knowledge	  engineering	  task	  
–  Expressiveness	  and	  efficiency	  issues	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 26 

EvoluCon	  of	  staCsCcal	  methods	  

Figure	  from	  [D.	  Roggen	  et	  al,	  JAIHC	  2013]	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 28 

activity recognition chain (ARC, see Fig. 1 and for details

Sect. 2).
A key assumption underlying current ARCs is that there

is a mapping between sensor signal patterns and activity

classes that is known at design-time and remains identical
at run-time. ARCs may tolerate some signal variability

(e.g. hand gestures corresponding to a specific activity are

always slightly different) but this must be taken into
account at design time.3 This assumption is unrealistic for

real-world use of activity recognition, as envisioned in

pervasive, mobile and wearable computing. In such open-
ended environments, changes that are unpredictable can

occur. Even with predictable changes, it may be unrealistic

(experimental- or cost-wise) to collect design-time datasets
comprising all the variability against which the recognition

system must be immune at run-time.

In particular, the ARC is challenged to deal with the

following situations, where the mapping between the sen-
sor signal patterns and the activity classes can vary at run-

time and is usually hard to predict or even unknown. Yet,

such variations are likely in a long- running activity rec-
ognition system:

• Placing on-body sensors in the exact same place and
orientation day after day is not realistic. It limits the

comfort and appeal of a wearable assistant. Sensor

placement is rather likely to vary. The user may decide
to change the location of a sensor-enabled device (e.g.

in different pockets) or displace it from its nominal

position (e.g. moving a bracelet on the arm). Sensor
may also be displaced involuntarily (e.g. sensor slip-

ping on the arm).

• The behavior of a user may change over time, e.g. due
to aging (Winter et al. 1990) or increased proficiency at

a task. Also, preferences and motor-action strategies are

usually specific to an individual (Lester et al. 2006).
• The sensing infrastructure may change over time. New

sensors may be introduced that are unforeseen at design-

time. For instance, the user may buy a new sensor-
enabled piece of clothing, or the infrastructure of a

building may be upgraded with new sensing capabilities.

application

Activity-aware application and user

Adaptative Activity recognition chain (adARC)
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Fig. 1 The adaptive activity recognition chain (adARC, the overall
system) builds upon the classical activity recognition chain (ARC,
bottom left box). The ARC is depicted with five sensors and the
typical processing stages. Data fusion is illustrated here at the feature,
classifier, or decision level. The outcome of the recognition chain is
the recognized activity that is used in an activity-aware application
with which the user interacts (bottom right). The adaptive activity
recognition chain adds to the ARC the components of self-monitor-
ing, adaptation strategies, and exploitation of available feedback

(gray area) which interacts with the ARC, the user, and external
systems (gray arrows). Self-monitoring identifies relevant changes in
the activity recognition system’s performance or the situation in
which it operates. Accordingly, adaptation strategies control the
parameters of the activity recognition chain to perform in the current
situation. The adARC capitalizes on available feedback to guide its
adaptation. Feedback sources include the user, the activity-aware
application, and external systems. The adARC is a closed-loop
dynamical system where the user is in the loop

3 This is usually realized by collecting activity datasets comprising
all the variability likely to be observed at runtime. This is costly for
the developer of the system and the subjects providing activity
datasets, as they must repeat a set of activities a large number of times
in numerous sensor configurations. In some cases the number of
possible variations cannot be predicted or is too large to create such
datasets.

170 D. Roggen et al.
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Limits	  of	  OWL2	  
•  Expressiveness	  

–  Tree	  model	  property	  
–  Lack	  of	  rules	  support	  
–  Cme	  
–  uncertainty	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 29 

D. Riboni, C. Bettini / Pervasive and Mobile Computing 7 (2011) 379–395 389

(a) Rule from [36]. (b) Rule from [41].

Fig. 3. Graphs of the interpretation of properties.

reasoning procedures, CARE supports rule chaining but no recursion. As with Horn clauses, a direct comparison between
the expressiveness of OWL 2 and the one of general logic programs is difficult, since neither language is a subset of the
other. Indeed, variables in CARE rules are universally quantified; then, as with Horn clauses, reasoning with anonymous
individuals is not supported. On the other hand, negation as failure, which is inexpressible in FOL, is obviously not supported
by OWL 2, as well as rule sets violating the treemodel property. As a consequence, while most rules presented in [41] can be
easily translated in OWL 2 axioms, other rules cannot be translated without violating the tree model property. For instance,
consider the following rule:

∀ X∀ Y∀ Z (Person(X) ∧ Location(Y) ∧ Location(Z) ∧
hasCurrentLocation(X, Y) ∧ hasHomeTownLocation(X, Z) ∧
differentFrom(Z, Y) → hasCurrentActivity(X, traveling)

�
,

stating that if a person is currently outside her hometown, then she is traveling. Unfortunately, the above rule cannot be
transformed in a valid OWL 2 axiom, since it violates the tree model property. Indeed, as it can be seen in Fig. 3(b), the
interpretation of properties does not define a tree-shaped directed graph.
Generic first-order logic rules. Various architectures for context-awareness are based on ontological formalisms augmented
with generic FOL rules, either in a loosely [21] or tightly coupled [39,40] fashion. FOL rules are the most expressive rules
that were proposed in the context-awareness literature to extend ontological languages; hence, obviously OWL 2, whose
underlying description logic is a fragment of FOL, is less expressive than those languages. On the other hand, it is well known
that key FOL reasoning problems are undecidable in the general case.

6.3. Handling imperfect context information

In the following we discuss the support of OWL 2 to handling imperfect context information.

• Quality metrics. Unfortunately, like its predecessor, OWL 2 does not natively support confidence (probability that the
data is true), accuracy, precision, or timeliness. Hence, it is possible to use metadata to represent those information, but
it is not possible to automatically reason with them. For instance, in order to represent the confidence of a context data
it is possible to declare a confidenceValue functional data property having domain in Sensor and range in (0, 1]. That
property can be used to condition the derivation of a given high-level data to the confidence of basic context assertions.
However, note that in OWL 2 it is not possible to propagate the value of a data property; hence, it is not possible to assign
a confidence to ontological inferences based on the confidence of preconditions.

• Erroneous information. With OWL 2 it is possible to automatically recognize inconsistencies due to erroneous data
provided by context sources. For instance, suppose that isIn is an object property with domain Person and co-domain
Room, and it is functional (i.e., a person can be in at most one room at a time). If a location server provides the data
‘‘User u isIn Room_S235’’, and a different one states that ‘‘User u isIn Room_S236’’, this inconsistency is recognized by
the ontological reasoner.

• Incompleteness. Since OWL 2 makes the OWA, if the truth value of a context assertion (e.g., ‘‘user u isIn Room_S235’’) is
unknown, no conclusion about it is drawn. This contrasts with the CWA, in which every assertion that cannot be proved
to be true is considered false.

7. OWL 2-based architecture and activity ontology

The overall OWL 2-based architecture formodeling and reasoningwith complex activities is depicted in Fig. 4. The design
of the OWL 2 ontology is done bymeans of graphical tools for ontology development that simplify design and testing, such as
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,

stating that if a person is currently outside her hometown, then she is traveling. Unfortunately, the above rule cannot be
transformed in a valid OWL 2 axiom, since it violates the tree model property. Indeed, as it can be seen in Fig. 3(b), the
interpretation of properties does not define a tree-shaped directed graph.
Generic first-order logic rules. Various architectures for context-awareness are based on ontological formalisms augmented
with generic FOL rules, either in a loosely [21] or tightly coupled [39,40] fashion. FOL rules are the most expressive rules
that were proposed in the context-awareness literature to extend ontological languages; hence, obviously OWL 2, whose
underlying description logic is a fragment of FOL, is less expressive than those languages. On the other hand, it is well known
that key FOL reasoning problems are undecidable in the general case.

6.3. Handling imperfect context information

In the following we discuss the support of OWL 2 to handling imperfect context information.

• Quality metrics. Unfortunately, like its predecessor, OWL 2 does not natively support confidence (probability that the
data is true), accuracy, precision, or timeliness. Hence, it is possible to use metadata to represent those information, but
it is not possible to automatically reason with them. For instance, in order to represent the confidence of a context data
it is possible to declare a confidenceValue functional data property having domain in Sensor and range in (0, 1]. That
property can be used to condition the derivation of a given high-level data to the confidence of basic context assertions.
However, note that in OWL 2 it is not possible to propagate the value of a data property; hence, it is not possible to assign
a confidence to ontological inferences based on the confidence of preconditions.

• Erroneous information. With OWL 2 it is possible to automatically recognize inconsistencies due to erroneous data
provided by context sources. For instance, suppose that isIn is an object property with domain Person and co-domain
Room, and it is functional (i.e., a person can be in at most one room at a time). If a location server provides the data
‘‘User u isIn Room_S235’’, and a different one states that ‘‘User u isIn Room_S236’’, this inconsistency is recognized by
the ontological reasoner.

• Incompleteness. Since OWL 2 makes the OWA, if the truth value of a context assertion (e.g., ‘‘user u isIn Room_S235’’) is
unknown, no conclusion about it is drawn. This contrasts with the CWA, in which every assertion that cannot be proved
to be true is considered false.

7. OWL 2-based architecture and activity ontology

The overall OWL 2-based architecture formodeling and reasoningwith complex activities is depicted in Fig. 4. The design
of the OWL 2 ontology is done bymeans of graphical tools for ontology development that simplify design and testing, such as

AugmenCng	  ontological	  reasoning	  
with	  rules	  

•  Two	  approaches	  
– Cghtly	  coupled:	  a	  unified	  language	  for	  rules	  and	  
ontologies	  

•  Example:	  OWL+SWRL	  
•  Drawback:	  easy	  to	  end	  up	  with	  undecidable	  logics	  

– Loosely	  coupled:	  rule-‐based	  and	  ontological	  
reasoning	  are	  executed	  separately	  	  

•  Drawback:	  limited	  reasoning	  capabiliCes	  (no	  feedback)	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 30 
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Handling	  uncertainty	  
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Context 
information
Context 

information

Background 
knowledge

Background 
knowledge

Sensors-derived 
data

Sensors-derived 
data

§Sensors 5, 8 are 
in the kitchen 
(user’s location)

§The subject can not be 
present in two rooms at the 
same time

§Cleaning the kitchen usually
takes place after eating

Certain axioms (facts) 

Uncertain axioms 

What is the most 
probable activity under 

these constraints? 

Using	  Log-‐linear	  DLs	  
§  Input:	  DL	  axioms	  with	  and	  without	  weights	  
§  Output:	  A	  most	  probable	  consistent	  ontology	  

§  Method:	  Probabilis3c	  approach	  to	  ontological	  
reasoning	  
	  Maximize:	  	  Sum	  of	  weights	  
Subject	  to:	  Constraints	  ensuring	  Consistency	  of	  
ontology	  

	  
§  Tool:	  Elog	  Reasoner	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 32 

[Helaui et al, Ubicomp 2013] 
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Example	  of	  weighted	  axioms	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 33 

ReachMilkMoveMilk

FetchMilkPutdownMilk

GetMilkPutawayMilk

Cleanup CoffeeTime

w2 

w1 

Gesture 

Action 

Activity 

Situation 

Hybrid	  methods	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 34 
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Towards	  a	  hybrid	  framework	  

•  Overall	  goal:	  coupling	  symbolic	  and	  sta3s3cal	  
methods	  to	  get	  the	  best	  of	  the	  two	  worlds	  

•  Research	  issues:	  
– Devising	  a	  hybrid	  intelligent	  system	  
– Defining	  a	  common	  ontology	  for	  acCviCes	  and	  
context	  data	  

– Flexibility	  
– Efficiency	  	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 35 

Different	  hybrid	  approaches	  

1.  Ontology	  used	  only	  as	  a	  common	  “vocabulary”	  for	  
context	  and	  acCviCes	  +	  possibly	  for	  recogniCon	  
goals	  guidance	  
	  

2.  Knowledge-‐driven	  recogniCon	  applied	  as	  a	  second	  
stage	  aVer	  data-‐driven	  methods	  
	  

3.  Knowledge-‐driven	  methods	  intertwined	  with	  data-‐
driven	  methods	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 36 
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Hybrid	  approach	  2	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 37 

Hybrid	  approach	  3	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 38 
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Hybrid	  approach	  3:	  example	  

•  StaCsCcal	  technique	  applied	  over	  ontology-‐
based	  selected	  candidates	  

•  Temporal	  smoothing	  based	  on	  a	  sliding	  
window	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 39 

Datasets	  and	  Experiments	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 40 
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COSAR	  Experimental	  setup	  	  
•  Data	  acquired	  from	  a	  GPS	  receiver	  and	  two	  Sun	  
SPOTs	  
� Programmable	  in	  Java	  

�  Fully	  capable	  JME	  CLDC	  1.1	  Java	  VM	  
�  180	  MHz	  32	  bit	  processor,	  512K	  RAM/4M	  
flash	  memory,	  IEEE	  802.15.4	  radio	  	  

� hJp://www.sunspotworld.com	  

� 5-‐hours	  acCvity	  data	  collected	  by	  
6	  volunteers	  

� 10	  acCviCes	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 41 

[Riboni-Bettini, PUC 2011] 

COSAR	  Experimental	  results	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 42 
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45 

Ongoing	  experiments	  with	  Log-‐linear	  DL	  and	  
the	  Opportunity	  Dataset	  

72 sensors of 10 modalities 
12 subjects 

http://www.opportunity-project.eu  

Relaxing Sandwich 
Time 

The	  SECURE	  project	  

•  Intelligent	  System	  for	  Early	  Diagnosis	  and	  Follow-‐up	  at	  
Home	  

•  Partners:	  Health	  TelemaCc	  company,	  ICT	  service	  
provider,	  Hospital	  insCtuCon	  specialised	  on	  demenCa,	  
EveryWare	  lab	  

•  monitoring	  3-‐10	  paCents	  in	  their	  homes,	  non	  intrusive	  
sensors	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 46 

!

Android	  App	  
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Research	  Challenges	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 47 

Research	  challenges	  
•  IntegraCon	  of	  temporal	  reasoning	  (qualitaCve	  
and/or	  quanCtaCve)	  	  
– Among	  other	  exisCng	  work	  see	  [Meditskos	  et	  al.	  
COMOREA	  2013,	  Riboni	  et	  al.	  COMOREA	  2011]	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 48 
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Research	  challenges	  

•  Devising	  smart	  techniques	  to	  increase	  
efficiency	  of	  ontological	  reasoning	  	  
(while	  dealing	  with	  uncertainty	  and	  Cme)	  
	  

•  Recognizing	  concurrent	  and	  interleaved	  
acCviCes	  (possibly	  with	  mulCple	  actors)	  
	  

•  Devising	  adapCve	  techniques	  	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 49 

Research	  challenges	  

Enriching	  context	  data	  collecCon	  to	  enhance	  
acCvity	  recogniCon	  and	  predicCon	  
by	  mining	  Small	  Data	  	  
See	  Deborah	  Estrin’s	  	  
TEDMED	  talk 	  	  
(h;p://tedmed.com/)	  

Claudio Bettini - DemAAL 2013 50 
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